1. Introduction

Low duty cycle (LDC) mode is designed to allow low average current polling operation of the Si443x RF receiver by providing "wake on radio" functionality.

In this mode, the receiver periodically wakes itself up to check if a valid signal is being transmitted. If a valid RF preamble is not detected, the chip will return to sleep mode at the end of the “LDC mode duration” and remain in sleep mode until the beginning of the next wake-up period.

If a valid preamble and sync are detected the receiver will remain enabled until the entire packet is received into the FIFO, or until a receive error is detected. This process takes place without intervention from the controlling MCU, which can remain in a very low power stand-by mode. The MCU can be notified, via various configurable interrupts, of the status of the receiver in this mode. Most typically, the MCU will only be interrupted when a valid packet has been received into the FIFO.

The LDC mode makes use of the transceiver’s internal wake-up timer module (WUT). This is based on a 32 kHz oscillator that can either be generated internally or, more accurately, be derived from an external 32.768 kHz crystal. This timer module can be configured to run in sleep mode, and also to generate an interrupt or GPIO signal at wake-up as required.

Figure 1. LDC Mode Operation Example
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2. Current Consumption in Low Duty Cycle Mode

2.1. Main Factors

The sleep current, and duty cycle (ratio of sleep mode to active mode) are very significant factors in determining the average current consumption.

The wake-up time (transitioning between sleep and active) can also add to the overall current consumption—even though it is effectively “wasted” current. The EZRadioPRO transceivers minimize this wasted current by transitioning from sleep to active mode very quickly (see Section 2.2).

The Data Rate and Packet Size then dictate the active time of the receiver, when current consumption is at its highest. Using a faster data rate, thereby reducing the active time of the receiver, may therefore be more efficient in terms of battery life, as shown in Figure 2. Note, however, that increasing the data rate may require a corresponding increase in the receiver bandwidth, resulting in slightly reduced receiver sensitivity.

![Figure 2. Comparison of Data rate and Corresponding Receive Time](image-url)
2.2. Transceiver Operating Modes

The various operating modes of the transceiver are outlined in Table 1.

For low duty cycle mode, the lowest current consumption mode used is the ~1 μA sleep mode which maintains the wake-up timer and the register contents.

At the start of the WUT period, the device automatically transitions through the ready and tuning modes and into receive mode over an 800 μs period.

Table 1. Si443x Transceiver Operating Modes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>$I_{VDD}$</th>
<th>Time to TX/RX</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shutdown</td>
<td>15 nA</td>
<td>16.8 ms</td>
<td>Lowest power mode. Register contents lost.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standby</td>
<td>450 nA</td>
<td>800 μs</td>
<td>Lowest power IDLE state. Registers maintained and can be accessed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep</td>
<td>1 μA</td>
<td>800 μs</td>
<td>As standby mode plus wake-up timer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>1 μA</td>
<td>800 μs</td>
<td>As sleep mode plus optional low-battery detect and temperature sensor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xtal Start</td>
<td>1.3 mA</td>
<td>(Takes 600 μs)</td>
<td>Crystal osc starting up.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ready</td>
<td>800 μA</td>
<td>200 μs</td>
<td>Crystal osc enabled. Reduces start-up time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuning</td>
<td>8.5 mA</td>
<td>(Takes 200 μs)</td>
<td>PLL enabled.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receive</td>
<td>18.5 mA</td>
<td>200 μs from Tx</td>
<td>A built-in sequencer automatically takes care of the transitions between the different states—e.g., crystal start-up, PLL lock, PA ramp, etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmit</td>
<td>30 mA (+13 dBm)</td>
<td>200 μs from Rx</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Current Consumption Profile during Polling
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3. Low Duty Cycle Mode Operation

Figure 4. LDC Mode Outcomes

Figure 4 shows the different scenarios that can occur during the wake-up period when using low duty cycle mode. Those scenarios are as follows:

- **END**—A valid preamble and sync word are detected, and a valid packet is received, within the period of the LDC Mode Duration. The RX is then disabled following the successful packet reception, in advance of the LDC timeout.

- **ABORT**—A valid preamble is detected, but no valid sync word is received after the preamble detect threshold is reached, so the RX is disabled before the LDC timeout (see Section 4.4).

- **PROLONG and END**—A valid preamble, or preamble followed by sync word is detected during the LDC Mode Duration. The RX on-time is then prolonged, and in this case, a valid packet is received by the packet handler.

- **PROLONG and ABORT**—As above, a valid preamble, or preamble followed by sync word is detected during the LDC Mode Duration. The RX on-time is then prolonged, and in this case, the packet handler generates a packet error.

- **OFF**—No RF input is detected by the receiver, and the receiver is turned off at the end of the LDC Mode Duration.
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4. Low Duty Cycle Mode Implementation

4.1. Calculating the Register Settings

The WUT period is set in conjunction with the LDC mode duration.

The R (exponent) value (wtr[4:0] set in Register 14h) is shared between the WUT and the LDC mode duration. The value of R can be 0, and is limited to a maximum of decimal 20 (10100).

The M (mantissa) value (wtm[15:0] set in Registers 15h and 16h) is only used to define the WUT, and must be set to a minimum of decimal 1.

The LDC value (ldc[7:0] set in Register 19h) must be smaller than the specified M value, and must be set to a minimum of decimal 1.

The current 16-bit wake-up timer value can be read from Registers 17h and 18h.

The wake-up time (for Rev B1 silicon) is determined by the formula below:

\[ WUT = 4 \times M \times 2^{R/32.768} \text{ ms} \]

The time of the LDC mode duration is determined by the formula below:

\[ TLDC = LDC[7:0] \times \left[ 4 \times 2^{R/32.768} \right] \text{ ms} \]

4.2. Example Register Calculation

An example of these register settings (to set a 1 second wake-up time, and a low duty cycle mode duration of 10 milliseconds) is shown below:

Wake Up Timer Period 1 [wtr4:0] = 0x00
Wake Up Timer Period 2 [wtm15:8] = 0x20
Wake Up Timer Period 3 [wtm7:0] = 0x00
Low Duty Cycle Mode Duration [ldc7:0] = 0x52

\[ WUT = 4 \times M \times 2^{R/32.768} \text{ ms} \]
\[ WUT = 4 \times 8192 \times 20/32.768 \text{ ms} = 1 \text{ sec} \]

\[ TLDC = LDC[7:0] \times \left[ 4 \times 2^{R/32.768} \right] \text{ ms} \]
\[ TLDC = 82 \times \left[ 4 \times 2^{0/32.768} \right] \text{ ms} = 10 \text{ ms} \]
4.3. Wake-Up Timer Period and Low Duty Cycle Mode Duration

It is clear that, to achieve a low average system current using the LDC mode, the LDC Mode Duration should be a fraction of the total Wake-Up Timer period.

The selection of suitable timing parameters for using LDC mode, however, depends heavily on the design of the user's system, particularly the RF protocol.

The following sections provide example implementations of LDC mode.

4.3.1. Unsynchronized Master / Slave Network

Figure 6 is an example of a line-powered “master” node that needs to initiate communication with one of a number of battery powered “slave” nodes. In order to save cost, complexity, and power consumption, the individual slave nodes do not maintain an accurate time-base.

In the example in Figure 6, the master node cannot predict when the slave node will wake-up and listen for an incoming message. The master node should therefore repeat its packet transmission for the entire length of the slave's wake-up timer period. Each slave node should then listen for a preamble for a period of at least 1.5 packet times to ensure overlap with a valid message from the master.

Since the LDC duration is longer than the packet time in this case, it implies the use of a short packet to initiate communication while minimizing slave current consumption. If required, a larger data transfer can take place when the relevant slave responds to the master's initial message.

Referring to the example calculation in Section 4.2:

- The master node will repeat its short (5 ms) message for a period of 1 second.
- Each slave node will wake-up every 1 second, and listen for a period of 10 ms (2 packet times).

![Figure 6. Example LDC Mode Timing](image-url)

An example of this type of Master/Slave network is shown in the accompanying software example described in Section “5. Firmware Example Overview”.
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4.3.2. Synchronized Peer Network

In this second example, the nodes within the network use synchronized communication. As such, a node within the network knows when to expect a valid message.

Due to the fact that the LDC Duration will be automatically prolonged until the end of a valid message (see Section "3. Low Duty Cycle Mode Operation"), the Duration can be set to a period just longer than the expected preamble plus sync word length. This LDC Duration should, however, be set to allow for any cumulative error in the synchronization between the nodes that could occur between valid messages being sent. This prolonged LDC Duration allows the system to send long data packets, while still benefitting from the reduced power consumption of LDC mode between messages.

The Wake-Up Timer period can be chosen to suit the power consumption and latency requirements of the system in question.

4.4. Wake-up Timer and LDC Mode Control Bits

enldm (Reg 08h, Bit 2)—Enable Low Duty Cycle Mode

If this bit is set, then Low Duty Cycle Mode is enabled. The wake-up frequency should be set in the Wake-Up Timer Period Registers (Registers 14h, 15h and 16h), and the minimum ON time should be set in the Low Duty Cycle Mode Duration register (Register 19h). The FIFO mode should also be enabled (dtmod 1:0 - Register 71, Bits 4 and 5). It is not necessary to separately enable the Wake-Up Timer (enwt—Register 07h, Bit 5).

rxmpk (Reg 08, Bit 4)—RX Multi Packet

To ensure reliable operation with all possible receiver parameters, this bit should be set. In the unlikely event of a false preamble detection, enabling this bit prevents the receiver from incorrectly aborting the LDC operation (see Section "3. Low Duty Cycle Mode Operation" on page 4). Instead, it keeps the receiver active until a valid packet is received or until the LDC Mode Timeout expires.

X32ksel (Reg 07, Bit 4)—Internal / External Time Base

If this bit is cleared (default) then the Wake-Up Timer uses the internal RC oscillator as a clock source. If this bit is set, then the Wake-Up Timer uses the external 32.768 kHz crystal.
5. Firmware Example Overview

The “AN585SW.zip” file includes demonstration firmware that implements low duty cycle mode operation, as described in Section “4.3.1. Unsynchronized Master / Slave Network”.

Both Master and Slave firmware use compile time options to set:
- Master-to-Slave Data Rate (select between 9600 bps, 50 kbps and 100 kbps)
- Net ID and Node ID

The master firmware:
- Runs on the Silicon Labs SDBC-DK3 motherboard and Si4431 test card.
- Transmits 3 different data packets to 3 different Slave nodes in response to button presses.
- Runs a state machine that Transmits on a button press and then waits approximately 1 second to Receive a 10-byte acknowledgement from the Slave node.
- Shows a successful acknowledgement with the corresponding LED on the SDBC board.
- Defines the Transmit baud rate based on the compile-time Data Rate selection.
- Receives the acknowledgement using the default (40 kbps) Receiver settings.

The slave firmware:
- Runs on the Silicon Labs Si4431 EZLink module board and MSC-DBSB11 peripheral board.
- Using LDC mode, looks for a valid received data packet with its own Net and Node IDs.
- Runs a state machine to receive valid data packets in LDC mode and then transmit a 10-byte acknowledgement in response to its own Node ID.
- Configures LDC mode with a timeout that is 2 received data-packets long, based on the compile-time data rate selection.
- Defines the receiver modem parameters (Receiver bandwidth, Clock recovery and AFC) based on the compile-time data rate selection.
- Transmits the acknowledgement using the default (40 kbps) transmit data rate.
6. Limitations

The low duty cycle mode does not provide for dynamic changes in the operating frequency and modem settings, and as such, is only directly suitable for a single-channel RF system. For a multi-channel implementation, such as Silicon Labs’ EZMacPRO, the wake-up timer can be used separately to provide a periodic wake-up signal to the MCU controlling the system. The MCU can then adjust the radio parameters as required at each wake-up in order to check multiple channels, thereby allowing the transceiver to act as a “system supervisor” to minimize total current consumption.

Some ultra low-power MCUs can support sleep mode currents—including real time clock operation—that are lower than the 1 µA sleep current of the Si443x transceivers. For example, Silicon Labs’ C8051F9xx devices use 600 nA in sleep mode with the smaRTClock peripheral enabled. If a system design is based on one of these low-power MCUs, and the system uses an extended RF wake-up time (in the region of 30 seconds or more), then it may be more power efficient overall to use the MCU to put the transceiver into its 15 nA shutdown mode and reboot it at each RF wake-up.

7. Conclusion

The low duty cycle mode of the EZRadioPRO transceivers is a simple and effective way to reduce the current consumption of an RF transceiver system by autonomously waking up the receiver to look for transmitted packets, while the MCU remains in its lowest power shutdown mode.